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Abstract This paper examines the mass balance in calculations with the Regional
Atmospheric Modelling System (RAMS). An error is pointed out that concerns the calcula-
tion of the surface fluxes on slopes. This error affects all the prognostic variables in RAMS
when sloping terrain is involved. Here we explain how the error can be corrected. To study
the impact of the error, we compared simulations with the uncorrected and corrected model.
The model contains CO2 transport, and online mass balance calculations were performed
for this tracer. Without correction, effective surface CO2-fluxes on mountain slopes were
found to be enhanced under certain common conditions to several times the parameterized
fluxes. Neglecting this error may cause substantial deviations in both forward and inverse
model calculations. After the correction a very good closure of the mass balance is obtained.
The correction also modifies the meteorological parameters, although the consequences were
limited compared to the CO2-fluxes.

Keywords Carbon dioxide · Mass conservation · Mesoscale modeling · RAMS · Tracer
transport

Abbreviation

RAMS Regional Atmospheric Modelling System

1 Introduction

The Regional Atmospheric Modelling System (RAMS) is used for many purposes. One of
these purposes is the modeling of transport of CO2 [1–6], and of pollutants [7–13]. Such
modeling requires a high degree of accuracy when used for inverse model calculations, in
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which the distribution of sources and sinks is inferred from concentration measurements
and the (back) calculated transport. In particular, it is obvious that for CO2 (or any other
non-reactive tracer species), the requirement of mass conservation should be satisfied.

RAMS has been in use since the early nineties [14]. However, it appears that until recently,
the subject of mass balance in RAMS has not received sufficient attention.

Medvigy et al. [15] described a correction to RAMS which improved the mass
conservation by two orders of magnitude. This was obtained by improving the calculation of
the pressure field, or more precisely, the Exner function, and hence the wind field.

Recently, an inter-comparison of RAMS and other meteorological models has been
performed, using observations in South West France from the CarboEurope Regional Exper-
iment Strategy (CERES) performed in 2005 [16]. The results of the inter-comparison are
described in Sarrat et al. [5].

The point of interest for the present contribution is that in the morning hours on the
Pyrenees, a relatively steep mountain chain, the CO2 concentration calculated by RAMS
was changing at a rate often far greater than could be expected from the prescribed local
surface fluxes. This caused an elevated plume of air with a perturbed CO2 concentration that
was subsequently advected to the surrounding flatter regions where it extended far above the
atmospheric boundary layer. Hence, the simulated CO2-profile above the boundary layer did
not match the observations obtained by profiling aircraft [5,16]. This mismatch was a reason
for further investigation of the mass balance in RAMS.

We observed that the calculations contained an error that occurred primarily on sloping
surfaces. The error occurred mainly at night, at the lee side of the mountains. An elaborate
investigation was performed through detailed code checking and elimination of possible error
sources to locate the fault in the model. Below we present the results of this investigation.

2 Theory

2.1 Calculation of the horizontal diffusion in RAMS

The error found in RAMS causing mass imbalance at sloping surfaces is related to the
calculation of the horizontal flux divergence, which proceeds as follows. Figure 1 shows a
cell projected onto the xz-plane, and the points to which the scalar fluxes are attached (the
picture for the momentum fluxes is somewhat different, because of the staggered grid). The
horizontal flux in x-direction, Fx , is given for the points W and E (the centers of the west
and east face). The purpose is to find its contribution ∂ Fx/∂x to the flux divergence at the
cell center C. If no slope is present, we have the usual relation

∂ Fx

∂x
= Fx, E − Fx, W

�x
(1)

However, this relation no longer suffices if the cell is located above a slope, since in this
case the points W and E are located at different heights. One way to describe the logic which
leads to the algorithm in RAMS is as follows (we leave out unessential details such as the
horizontal variation of �z). The gradient, which is a volume average over the grid cell, can
be expressed as an integral over the cell surface by using the (one-direction form of the)
Divergence Theorem of Gauss [17]:

∂ Fx

∂x
= 1

V

∫∫∫
∂ Fx

∂x
dV = 1

V

∫∫
© Fx (n · i)dA. (2)
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Fig. 1 Attachment points for
variables on a model grid cell
(projection on the xz-plane).
Fx is the horizontal flux in the
x direction: Solid arrows indicate
model values, dashed arrows
indicate averages of model
values. Sx is the slope angle
for the x-direction
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Herein, V = �x�y�z is the cell volume, A the area, n · i the inner product of two unit
vectors: n outward perpendicular to the cell surface, and i in the x-direction. The west and east
face have contributions which yield again the right hand side of Eq. 1. The north and south
face yield no contribution as n · i = 0. For the top and bottom face, Fx (n · i) = −Fx,T Sx,T

and +Fx,B Sx,B , in which Sx is the slope of the grid level in x-direction, and Fx is the average
value of Fx for the top or bottom face (Fig. 1). This average is calculated from the values of
Fx on the W/E face of the cells above and below the concerned top and bottom face. Notice
that Fx is only given for the centers of standing W/E faces; averaging involves 4 points.
Taking dA = �x × �y for the corresponding surface, one obtains

∂ Fx

∂x
= Fx,E − Fx,W

�x
+ Sx,B Fx,B − Sx,T Fx,T

�z
. (3)

The contribution of Fy is found by replacing x with y, and west/east by south/north.

2.2 An error in the mass balance

The set up described above guarantees that scalars are conserved within the atmosphere above
the surface, since each face between two cells has equal contributions (but with opposite signs)
to each of the cells.

However, this logic does not hold at the bottom of the lowest cell which touches the
surface. There the surface flux is of course important, but its calculation belongs to another
part of the model dealing with vertical exchange. When the contributions of the horizontal
fluxes are calculated, mass conservation requires that one replaces the usual Sx,B Fx,B and
Sy,B Fy,B at the surface with zero.

RAMS, however, calculates these quantities at the surface just like they are dealt with for
the internal faces between the cells. This is possible since RAMS uses a virtual atmospheric
layer below the surface, which is needed for other computations, but is not appropriate here.
As a consequence, the mass balance at the surface is distorted. The effective surface flux
Fef f is modified with respect to the parameterized (correct) flux Fpar , such that:
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Fig. 2 Example of CO2 concentration contours above a slope, illustrating the relation between vertical and
horizontal gradients and slope

Feff = Fpar − Sx,B Fx,B − Sy,B Fy,B . (4)

This distortion actually occurs in the calculation of transport, not only of passive scalars, but
also of temperature, moisture and momentum (friction).

It can be seen with some effort that, if along-slope gradients are unimportant compared
to vertical gradients, the error will cause the effective surface flux to be too large. Let us e.g.
consider (Fig. 2) a terrain sloping downward to the east (Sx < 0). To an upward vertical flux
(Fpar > 0) corresponds a concentration decreasing with growing height, and accordingly
∂c/∂x < 0 (Fig. 2), so that the horizontal flux is Fx = −Khor∂c/∂x > 0 (with Khor the
horizontal diffusion coefficient). Consequently, by Eq. 4 the spurious term −Sx Fx,B yields
a contribution that enhances the effective vertical flux at the surface. By similar reasoning
for other cases, it is found that the spurious contributions enhance the effective vertical flux,
in agreement with the numerical experiments.

2.3 Correction of the error

The error is corrected by setting the product of the horizontal flux and the slope to zero at the
surface. This product is contained in RAMS (with a multiplication factor) in arrays called
“vc1da”, which are assigned in loops in four different subroutines, all of them contained in
file “rgrad.f90”. Since the first model layer is a virtual level, the lowest atmospheric level is
the second vertical layer in the model. A complication is that the subroutines involved are
called not only to calculate horizontal divergences, but also to calculate horizontal gradients.
In the latter case, the existing assignment at the surface is intentional. So we have added after
each assigning loop, the line “if(optyp .ne. ‘GRADNT’) vc1da(2) = 0”. Addition of these four
identical lines constitutes the entire correction.

3 Model set up

We performed simulations with the primary goal to illustrate that the impact of the error
can be quite significant under certain conditions. The set up is the same for both simulations
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presented below, except that one was performed without, and one with the correction described
in Sect. 2.3.

BRAMS-3.2 (RAMS including modifications by CPTEC/INPE-Brazil) is used. In this
version the Medvigy et al. [15] correction (see above) has already been applied.

Only one grid is used in these simulations. Horizontally, there are 40 × 40 grid points,
with a horizontal grid distance of 5 km. The coordinates are terrain-following. Vertically,
there are 41 levels, the highest level is at 17.5 km. The grid distance is 60 m at the surface.
The LEAF-3 surface module, the Mellor-Yamada turbulence scheme and the Mahrer-Pielke
radiation scheme are used (see the Technical Description [18]).

For efficiency reasons, a simple and highly idealized set up has been used for the
orography. It consists of an axi-symmetric mountain in the center, with a height of 2 km
and a radius of 50 km (Fig. 3). The vegetation consists of short grass on loamy sand.

The latitude is 50◦ N, the day corresponds to a cloudless day in summer. The initial tem-
perature is 25◦C at sea level, with a lapse rate 0.005 K/m up to about 10 km. The initial wind
is eastward, speed 5 m s−1 (less at the surface). A zero-gradient condition is applied at the
lateral boundaries.

The CO2-field is initialized at 370 ppm everywhere. The CO2 flux at the surface does
not depend on location, and is specified as a diurnal sine wave with top values of −20 µ

mol m−2 s−1 at 1200 UT, and +20 µ mol m−2 s−1 at 2400 UT.
RAMS as such does not contain tools to monitor mass balance, so these were built in.

In doing so, source codes kindly supplied by D. Medvigy (personal communication) were
of great use. For the air density we use the background density, in accordance with the
logic used by RAMS in the transport calculations. We express the rate of change of CO2

content in the model as the tendency of the total mass, divided by the area of the com-
putation domain. This differs from the normalization used by Medvigy et al. [15], which
would have been too coarse for the present investigation. The computation domain for
the mass balance monitoring is the model domain with the lateral zone of 3 grid cells
excluded.

4 Results

4.1 Results for CO2 without and with correction

The simulations start at 0600 UT, and proceed for 30 h. The solar time roughly equals the
universal time. After about 26 h of simulation, the difference between the results of the two
runs reaches its maximum. Transects of the CO2-concentration for this time are shown in
Figs. 3 (uncorrected model) and 4 (corrected model).

In Fig. 3, above the plain a depleted residual boundary layer of about 1 km height is
observed, which has developed at daytime (first 12 h). Close to the surface there is the enriched
nocturnal layer which has developed in the last night. These phenomena are as expected,
but unexpected phenomena emerge on the mountain. In its wake, a zone which is strongly
enriched in CO2 develops during the night.

In Fig. 4, the plume with CO2-enriched air has become much weaker. This shows that the
features noted in Fig. 3 on the lee-side of the mountain, were an artifact caused by the mass
imbalance in the uncorrected model. These phenomena will be discussed further in Sect. 4.2.
However, first a look at the mass balance is needed.
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Fig. 3 Uncorrected model: xz transect of the CO2 concentration at 0800 UT (morning)

Fig. 4 The same, corrected model

During the subsequent daytime, the fluxes produced by the uncorrected model on the
slopes become normal, but the already produced spurious plume is advected away from the
mountain and is still clearly visible around noon (not shown).

Online mass balance calculations were added to the model, as explained in Sect. 3. Time
series were calculated for the inflow of CO2, both “expected” (from fluxes at the bound-
aries), and “effective” (from volume integrals). This was done for advection and diffusion
separately.

For advection (not shown), the effective inflow does well match the expected inflow. This
confirms the correction described by Medvigy et al. [15].

Figure 5 shows the results for the diffusion step for the uncorrected model. The expected
rate of change is calculated from the surface flux plus the flux by horizontal diffusion at the
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Fig. 5 Uncorrected model: Time
series of the CO2 mass change
rate at the diffusion step. Dashed
line: expected, solid line:
effective rate
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Fig. 6 The same, for the
corrected model. The two curves
are practically indiscernible,
as it should
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lateral boundaries (but the latter contribution is small). Results are expressed as area-averaged
fluxes in µmol m−2 s−1, since we are interested in inversion calculations which infer surface
fluxes from the evolution of concentrations. The two curves have a strong mismatch at night,
confirming that the plume of Fig. 3 is caused by the error in the mass balance. During daytime
the error is much smaller.

Figure 6 shows the time series of the expected and effective inflow (diffusion step only)
after the correction. The mismatch has disappeared now, showing that the correction is suc-
cessful.

Simulations have also been done for flat terrain. As could be expected no mass balance
error was ever detected even with the uncorrected model. It follows that there is no reason to
distrust uncorrected calculations performed for flat terrains, and that the mass balance error
is confined to mountainous areas. Since these occupy in the present case less than three tenth
of the area over which the fluxes shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are averaged, the effective flux on
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the slopes has to be locally several times the parameterized flux to explain the magnitude of
the error which is seen in Fig. 5.

4.2 Explanation of the phenomena due to mass imbalance

To understand how mass imbalance leads to the features in Fig. 3, and why these are restricted
to the lee side, a few remarks may be helpful. During the night, the flow at the lee side
becomes very weak, due to the screening effect of the mountain. Hence a strongly layered
CO2-field can develop on the lee slope. So ∂c/∂x becomes large there. The horizontal flux
Fx = −Khor∂c/∂x becomes large too, as Khor is not suppressed by strong static stability
(it only depends on the horizontal wind strain, Anonymous [18]). This causes a strong flux
amplification above the slope by Eq. 4, causing even stronger gradients and stronger amplifi-
cation (positive feedback). The amplification is at its peak at about midnight (Fig. 5). During
the late night katabatic flow starts to develop, causing gradual concentration mixing and a
weaker imbalance (Fig.5), but CO2 keeps accumulating at the surface until about 0800 UT
to which Fig. 3 refers. Elsewhere, stronger winds make ∂c/∂x much weaker so that the flux
amplification is limited.

After about 0800 UT the CO2-gradients disappear due to convection and also to
anabatic wind. Hence the distorting terms in Eq. 4 become negligible, which is confirmed by
Fig. 5.

4.3 Effect of the correction on meteorological variables

The differences between simulations without and with correction have also been determined
for the meteorological variables. The inspection concentrated on the values at reference
height (35 m). All these variables have pronounced spatial patterns, either because of the
non-constant initial profiles (temperature, mixing ratio), or because of the obstruction caused
by the mountain (wind). We found that the patterns are only slightly modified when no cor-
rection is applied. For temperature and mixing ratio, the differences are at most about 0.5◦
and 0.5 g kg−1, reached in the early morning. For wind, the differences consist mainly in a
slight location-shift of the (complicated) spatial pattern over the mountain.

It can be concluded that the effect of the reported error for the meteorological variables
is overall small, although detectable. This implies that it is safer to work with the corrected
model, whenever sloping terrain is involved.

5 Conclusions

It has been shown that effective surface fluxes of scalars, as calculated by RAMS, differ
from the parameterized fluxes over sloping surfaces. The difference depends on the slope
angle and on the horizontal gradients (Fig. 2) of scalars. If concentration variation along the
slope is unimportant, the flux is in general enhanced. Under certain conditions (strong slope,
weak wind, nocturnal cooling) the effective flux of CO2 may locally approach several times
the parameterized value. Relatively calm conditions favor the formation of strong horizontal
gradients and hence of strong horizontal diffusive fluxes Fx and Fy , enhancing the error
according to Eq. 4.

The origin of this problem is the way in which horizontal diffusion is corrected for the
presence of a slope: the virtual horizontal flux at the surface is translated to a real mass
flux through this surface, whereas the mass flux should remain unaltered at this point of the
calculation. Accordingly, the error is easily repaired.
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The mass-imbalance which was encountered when reproducing CERES observations (see
introduction), disappeared after application of the correction (not shown).

It is obvious that the error leads to problems with the modeling of the transport of CO2

and other long-living constituents, especially when inversion calculations are intended. In the
latter case, the assessment of surface fluxes can become totally error-dominated for sloping
terrains. The error also concerns the calculation of the sensible and latent heat flux, and the
wind friction at sloping surfaces. For the cases investigated here, these differences appeared
small in comparison to the already existing local variations, but they are still detectable.
Apparently, the error in the fluxes at the surface can cause changes for all prognostic vari-
ables. This implies that, wherever sloping terrains are important, the use of the corrected
version of RAMS has to be recommended.
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